5 CALENDAR TIME I

We must first synchronize time. To demand a new concept in time will
not fulfill the science needed to correctly synchronize time. This can be
taken from the concept of correcting a problem. If one has been practicing
a science and it has been discovered it is in error', one does not discard
the science and begin a new one, but takes the old one and trys to find out
when the science in error was first started which will give you a starting
point to begin the new concept in time. To discover that the present day
science is in error for keeping time,'is an argument by itself because the
formula proves it is correct. So, it is the formula that is incorrect.
As an American Indian, for years, I heard the comments and jokes made
by old Ancient Indians on the Calendar of the white man. Because these old
Indians carried no credentials that the civilized world recognizes as an
authorityí`_or giving an opinion or opinions, one is to disregard any of
their opinions given. Here again we must go back to the beginning when
present day or past. calendars were constructed and it will show all Calenda
were constructed from Ancient methods who carried no credentials in the
science they were ín. If their methods were used to begin all calendars,
they had to be synchrox_1ízed..a_nd_ correct.
On Indian reservations and Pueblos found in the United States, the
argument synchronized time and unsynchronized time can still be
found today in the year of 1986 Those believing in the correct time
are Ostracized(banìshed) from the rest of the tribe in tribal rituals,
while those believing in the unsynchronízed tíme,1ead the rest of tribal
members. These members wonder why they have no Spiritual power. On one
Indian Pueblo, there are 15 to 17 Out of these Kìvas only three
are ŕecognízed who Ínelieve in doing _tribal rituals accordíngto the time
of the whit@ man or Gregorian Calendar. The rest are Ostracized. I can
name a Medicine Man deceased who spent his' entire of 70 years

